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ABSTRACT
Magnetorheological (MR) fluids show changes in apparent viscosity under an applied magnetic field. As a
result, dramatic and reversible changes in rheological properties occurred, which permits many
electromechanical devices to have potential utility in the aerospace, automobile, medical, and another field.
Therefore, there is a need to investigate the rheological properties and heat developed due to changes in the
rheological properties of MR fluids under the uniform magnetic field. This work presents the numerical
simulation of magnetostatic, laminar fluid flow, and thermal field distribution of a plate-plate magnetorheometer
using the finite element method. We analyzed the magnetic field distribution and magnitude of the magnetic
field along the radius of the plates. We obtained a better uniform magnetic field along the radius of the plate
with enhanced the magnitude of the magnetic field at a particular applied current compared to the other existing
design of the rheometer. The maximum magnetic flux density at 4A of coil current is 1.3T. Laminar flow
simulation gives the shear stress at the applied magnetic field as a function of the shear rate. We obtained the
maximum velocity of the magnetic particles at the outer radius between plates. The heat generated due to the
electromagnetic coil and slippage heating between the plates (i.e., MR region) is 302.5K and 308.5K at 3A
current after 40 minutes of working time of magnetorheometer. The maximum temperature generated due to
the combined effect of the electromagnetic coil and slippage is about 318K after 40 minutes of working time
of magnetorheometer, much below the operating temperature of MR fluids. Here we enhanced the magnetic
field density profile and magnitude of magnetic flux density along the working radius of the plate and minimized
the effects of resistive coil heating in the MR fluid region by the coil and location design.
1. INTRODUCTION

particles[5][6]. MR fluid is used in clutches, brakes,
dampers, and actuators for transmission control,
vibration control, and damping[7][8]. There are
several magnetic, and heat transfer simulation
works that were done on brakes and clutches, but
few on the rheometer. Laun et al. (2008)[9] and
Laun et al. (2010)[11] present the work on
rheometer and obtained o.74T and 1.37T at 3A of
coil current respectively, but less work was
performed on the heat transfer analysis of a
rheometer.
We
provide
a
hybrid
magnetorheometer model in this research that
produces a magnetic flux of 1.3T at 4A along the
whole working radius. We also go overheat

Magneto-rheological
fluids
(MRF)
are
a
suspension of iron particles in base oil (synthetic
oil, water, etc.) that exhibit magnetic effects when
a magnetic field is applied to it. When a magnetic
field is applied to MRF, it causes significant and
reversible changes in their rheological behavior
[1][2].MRFs generally act like Newtonian fluids
(shear-thinning) in the absence of a magnetic field,
but the relationship between shear stress and
shear rate is balanced by yield stress in the
presence of a magnetic field [3][4]. Yield stress
depends on the increasing viscosity due to the
formation of the chain-like structure of the magnetic
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Figure 1. 2-D Axis symmetric magnetic field simulation of hybrid magnetorheometer.
creation from the electromagnetic coil's resistive
heating and MR fluid slippage between the plates.

2.1. Magnetic Field Simulation
A "magnetic field" module in Comsol Multiphysics
5.3a software is used to simulate the magnetic field
of the 2D axis-symmetric model. The magnetic field
simulation is carried out using Ampere's Law, with
the MUMPS solver and the air border acting as
magnetic insulation. Except for the magnetic coil,
Ampere's law applies to all border domains. The
model is divided into two sections: solid and MR

2. SIMULATION HYBRID MAGNETORHEOMETER

This research uses COMSOL's 2-D axisymmetric
space to simplify the model and increase its
accuracy. Figure 1 shows a 2-D axisymmetric
schematic cross-section of the plate-plate
magnetorheometer.

Figure 2. Magnetic flux density versus coil current at 0.5mm gap of MR region.
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Figure 3. Variation of magnetic flux density versus magnetic flux intensity up to 4A input current.
fluid. The mesh size that was chosen was quite
fine. The precision of the magnetic field is
determined by the mesh quality of the MR region,
which has a major impact on the simulation's
computational outcomes. There are 2576
triangular elements and 399 geometric entity
indices in this set. The plates and top yoke are
made of low carbon steel 1010, which has a larger
magnetic flux density than non-magnetic materials.
The component materials are selected for their
high relative permeability (𝜇𝑟 ) and low
coercivity(𝐻𝑐 )The property, advantageous of lowcoercivity material is this minimizes the remnant

field that is retained within the fixture upon removal
of the magnetic field [12][13]. Components with low
magnetic permeability that are not part of a
magnetic circuit are generally chosen to reduce the
magnetic leakage.MRF85, a self-prepared
magnetorheological fluid made up of iron particles
and silicone oil (viscosity 0.15 Pas) as base oil, was
used in this simulation. The magnetic zcomponents of lines pass perpendicularly through
the 0.5mm gap of sample space in Fig. 1, a 2-D
axisymmetric simulation of the magnetic field of a
hybrid magnetorheometer. The red zone in Fig 1
shows the maximum intensity of the magnetic field

Figure 4. Distribution of velocity of MR fluid between the plates.
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Figure 5. Variation of shear stress with shear rate.
in that area of plates. As the input current rises, the
magnetic flux density rises to a certain point, after
which the magnetic field begins to get saturated as
the current rises. As demonstrated in Fig. 2, the
highest magnetic flux density at 4A coil current is
1.3T. Figure 3 shows that the magnetic flux density

between parallel plates grows as the magnetic flux
strength increases.
2.2. Laminar Flow Simulation

Figure 6. Distribution of temperature due to the resistive heating of the electromagnetic coil after 40
minutes of working time of magnetorheometer.
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Figure 7. Variation of temperature through the radius of MRF region due to the resistive heating of the
electromagnetic coil after 40 minutes of working time of magnetorheometer.

magnetic field. Bingham model equation is given
below[6]:

The shear stress at the applied magnetic field is
calculated using laminar flow simulation and the
shear stress impacts on shear stresses. MR fluid is
placed between two parallel rotational plates with a
0.5mm gap between them, with the upper plate
rotating while the lower plate remains fixed. The
MR fluid particles rotate over stationary plates as
the upper plates revolve. As shown in Fig. 4, the
maximum velocity of MR fluid particles is away
from the center of plates (the red zone area over
the plates), which has an impact on MR particles
collected away from the center. This can now be
reduced by raising the magnetic flux density,
because a strong chain forms among the particles
under a high magnetic field, and the viscosity of the
MR fluid rises. MRF85 yield stress is a function of
magnetic flux density, with a value of 57.4KPa for
4A coil currents. An approximate polynomial
equation was developed using Anton Paar
MCR102, which shows the relation between
magnetic flux intensity (B) and shear stress for
MRF85, as shown in equation 1 [10].

𝜏 = 𝜏𝑦 + 𝜂0 𝛾̇

Where 𝜏is the shear stress, 𝜏𝑦 is the yield stress, 𝛾̇
is the shear rate,𝜂0 is the viscosity of base dynamic viscosity (𝜂)As in equation 3. The shear
stress of MR fluid increases with increasing the
shear rate, as shown in Fig. 5.
𝜂𝛾̇ = 𝜏 = 𝜏𝑦 + 𝜂0 𝛾̇

(3)

2.3. Hear Transfer Simulation
The temperature is controlled by the hybrid
magnetorheometer, which is generated primarily
by two sources: (1) resistive heating of the
electromagnetic coil, and (2) slippage of MR fluid
between the plates. In regards to the physical
working conditions, the simulation was performed
for
40
minutes
of
working
time
of magnetorheometer,
and
the
maximum
temperature generated in the MR fluid zone as a
result of the combined effects of resistive
electromagnetic coil heating and slippage was
approximately 318K.

𝜏𝑦 (𝑘𝑃𝑎) = −603.78 × 𝐵4 + 1084.7 × 𝐵3 −
663.91 × 𝐵2 + 227.11 × 𝐵 + 2.5967

(2)

(1)

Bingham model applied to describe post-yield
behavior of MR fluid, while in the post-yield region
a constant viscosity is assumed at a given

2.3.2. Effect of Slippage
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Figure 8. Distribution of temperature over the surface of rheometer due to slippage after 40 minutes of
working time of magnetorheometer.
Due to the increased viscosity of MR fluid in the
presence of the magnetic field, it becomes tough to
break the chains when the rheometer plates begin
to slip. The simulation is based on the idea that
viscosity between the plates causes shear stress,
which is then transformed into heat flow. The heat
produced by slippage in the current magnetic field
is more than the heat produced by slippage in the
absence of a magnetic field. The temperature
generated by MR fluid slippage in the presence of
a magnetic field is 308.5K, which is higher than the
temperature generated by the resistant coil. After 1
hour of working time of magnetorheometer, the
maximum temperature generated is 313K, which is
relatively low. As indicated in Fig. 8, the largest
quantity of heat generated by slippage is near the
MR sample. When compared to slippage heating,
the temperature generated by resistive heating of
the electromagnetic coil is lower. Slippage heating
has a greater impact on the MR sample zone, thus
we must keep it under control for the duration of the
project. The maximum operating temperature limit
of the MRF85 is 443k, which is significantly higher
than the combined temperature impacts of the coil
and slippage heating during 40 minutes of working
time of magnetorheometer, as illustrated in Figs. 7
and 8.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The magnetic field over the MR sample was
enhanced in this study; the magnetic flux density
was 1.3T at 4A of input coil current. A
homogeneous magnetic field is generated over the
MR sample using this hybrid magnetorheometer
model. Because the temperature created by the
sum of electromagnetic coil heating and slippage
heating is around 318K, which is well below the
operating temperature of MR fluid, there is no
requirement for water cooling for the 40 minutes of
working time of magnetorheometer. Temperature
variation is similarly constant around the radius, as
seen in Figs. 7 and 8, and no temperature
gradients occurred over the MR sample as a result.
Now in this way, we improved the design of the
magneto rheometer by enhancing the magnetic
flux density and controlling the temperature over
the MR sample.
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